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flash, format, recover your lost contacts,
backup and restore. huawei flash tool has
a large set of features, such as backup,
format, recovery, unlock google account
and much more. it supports huawei, honor,
meizu and other huawei/honor devices. all
you need to do is insert your phone into
the usb port and click on the button to
start flashing. furiousgold blower unlocker
is the best and the most powerful
unlocking software for zte vodafone,
huawei, viettel and other gsm network
mobiles. the world famous software
unlocking smartphone by the latest
technology, it can repair the locked sim
card and unlock the phone. no matter it is
the gsm network, cdma, 3g, 4g phone. it
can unlock the phone and change the
network to network from anywhere in the
world. software unlocking for huawei, zte,
vodafone, viettel, alcatel, motorola, nokia
and other phone from all over the world. it
is the world famous unlocking software to
unlock zte vodafone, huawei, viettel and
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other gsm network mobiles. it can repair
the locked sim card and unlock the phone.
no matter it is the gsm network, cdma, 3g,
4g phone. it can unlock the phone and
change the network to network from
anywhere in the world. huawei brower
unlocker is the world famous unlocking
software to unlock zte vodafone, huawei,
viettel and other gsm network mobiles. it is
the best and the most powerful unlocking
software for zte vodafone, huawei, viettel
and other gsm network mobiles. with over
8 years of incredible and regular updates
on furiousgold, this is the most advanced
mobile phone unlocking tool on the market
for professionals.
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In use, the Huawei Blower Unlocker shows
no real signs of being the great value that

most punters expect to get. Although it
does allow you to create your own SIM

without having to input the secret PIN by
uploading an image from your PC, what's
so great about this is that it will only work
once, meaning that you can't share this

code with any friends. The Huawei Blower
Unlocker is a good way to unlock any

Huawei, ZTE or Vodafone mobile phone,
and it does the job very well. If you're not
the most techie type, the manual we've

provided will take you step by step through
the process - this isn't a difficult process to
do, but you will need to have some form of
camera to take a picture of your device's

SIM card. You can use this unlocker to
unlock the phone at the push of a button

and without any coding, simply by
choosing a unique unlock code from the
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'Create Code' screen. You can also set up
additional hidden codes for specific
contacts. Like the G330, this phone

supports only 2G networks. The Huawei 3G
TDD-LTE, HSDPA 7.2Mbps (42Mbps

download, 14.4Mbps upload) and UMTS 3G
HSUPA data are all missing, so the only

LTE option is GSM 4G (2G and 3G
networks) at 21Mbps download and 6Mbps
upload. Huawei advertises that the phone
supports Bluetooth 2.1, Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11
b/g/n, Wi-Fi hotspot and GPS with A-GPS,

but it doesn't. Only Bluetooth 2.0 is
supported. This might not be a huge issue,
but why force the user to pay extra for Wi-
Fi hotspot if it doesn't work? With a dual-
core processor, 512MB of RAM, a 3.2MP

camera with a flash, a microSD card slot, a
2.2-inch screen, Android OS 4.0.3 and a

built-in Wi-Fi hotspot, the Huawei G330 is a
decent mid-range phone. However, it's not
one of the most exciting handsets in the

market, so if you don't have the money to
break the bank on a flagship phone then
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you'll be better off with a Huawei E series
and its generous software goodies.
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